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From ‘being’ to biometrics data
Image credit: IsHak, Waguih William, et al. "The Future of Psychiatry." Atlas of Psychiatry, 2023

“During the first day of a baby life, the amount of 
data generated by humanity is equivalent to 70 times 
the information contained in the library of congress” 

– book “The Human Face of Big Data”

Biological data

veinsBloodheart rateDNA

eye iris
voice fingerprintface

Unprecedented 
ability to 
capture 

biometrics data

Revolution in wearable 
sensing technologywalk speed gestures gait

signature sleep behavior

Behavioural data

typing behavior
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Biometrics authentication systems
Few useful concepts – AI-enabled eKYC example

Detection 
detect type of 

biometric signals 
(e.g., face)

Was this taken from 
a live person? 

OCR, information 
extraction from 
claimed ID document

Recognition 
compare the 
identity/face

Is this ID 
document real?

Who is 
this ?

Authentication 
onboarding

FAR
False 

Acceptance Rate

ACCURACY
fix FAR=1%, then what 

is TAR? TAR
True Acceptance 

Rate



RECOGNITION INSIGHT ANALYSISvs

Image credit: https://www.malwarebytes.com/blog/news/2021/11/what-is-facial-recognition

health/vital sign signals, anger, feelings, 
sentiments, honesty, sexual orientation, 

visual focus, engaged, drowsiness, sleepy, 
etc.

unlocking our smart phone, airport smart gates, 
secure building entry, bank digital ID verification, 
finding lost children, face-recognition surveillance 

Have far more unexplored scientific values!
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How machine learns?

𝑥

ℎ𝜃 𝑥

𝑦
∈ ሽሼfish, not−fish

=
0.8
0.2

fish
not−fishℎ𝜃(   )

“AI for Ocean”, http://studio.code.org

Deep Neural Networks

1. Collect data

2. Label data

3. Train model

4. Deploy

5. Repeat

AI = Narrow AI = 
 Machine/Deep Learning ≈ Recognition

Until 2022 ….
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What’s generative intelligence?

AI = Narrow AI = 
 Machine/Deep Learning 

≈ Recognition

Until 2022 …. ℎ𝜃 𝑥

BEACHℎ𝜃(   ) =
Deep Neural Networks
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What’s generative intelligence?

AI = Narrow AI = 
 Machine/Deep Learning 

≈ Recognition

Until 2022 ….

BEACH
‘Reverse’ Deep Neural Networks

ℎ𝜓
−1 𝑦 = beach

+ Generation
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What’s generative intelligence?

AI = Narrow AI = 
 Machine/Deep Learning 

≈ Recognition

Until 2022 ….

BEACH
‘Reverse’ Deep Neural Networks

ℎ𝜓
−1 𝑦 = beach

+ Generation

VAE

GAN

Diffusion

Transformers

K
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2022 – 2023: years of Generative AI

https://www.therundown.ai/p/chatgpt-becomes-fastest-growing-consumer-app-history

Generative models learn how data is 
generated to re-generate new data.

https://www.therundown.ai/p/chatgpt-becomes-fastest-growing-consumer-app-history
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Not only can algorithms can generate nice photo, videos, codes and human-level texts, but also hand-
written, signature, voice, molecular , etc

[Graves ’13]

MolGAN

*Graphics were sourced from research papers/internet

To generate, 
models need 
to acquire the 

ability to 
‘internalise’ 

and 
‘understand’ 

the world.
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Rethinking Biometrics Technology
in the Age of Generative Intelligence

What if machines are so good at ‘generating’ fake 
biometrics signals?

LG G7 ThinQ, a Samsung S9, a Samsung Note 8 and a OnePlus 6

“only need 3 seconds to clone your voice”

Video taken from The Guardian

Video taken from The Guardian

Screenshot taken from Forbes

By Glenn McDonald
Bontrager et al. (2018)

From NY Uni and Michigan State Uni:
• Can bypass locks on cell phones
• TAR=77% at FAR=1%

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/mar/16/voice-system-used-to-verify-identity-by-centrelink-can-be-fooled-by-ai
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/mar/16/voice-system-used-to-verify-identity-by-centrelink-can-be-fooled-by-ai
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2018/12/13/we-broke-into-a-bunch-of-android-phones-with-a-3d-printed-head/?sh=3b8451511330
It’s Getting Harder to Spot a Deep Fake Video.mp4
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Final Remarks
So, what’s next?

o Face recognition becomes so 
accurate. It will continue to 
be so for other signals as 
well, use-cases are 
everywhere!

o Analysis/Insights has 
unlimited scientific values – 

o Maybe, for the first time, we 
can do ‘surgery’ on our 
behaviours, hence helps with 
medical understanding, 
health, mental health, suicide 
prevention, car accidents, etc.

o Without timely research and 
technology, it could be 
impossible to tell who is who 
or if the data is actually 
‘biometrics’ data or just fake.

o It might invalidate many 
existing technologies today.

o A radical/rethinking, a reboot 
to biometrics authentication 
might be required.

DARK SIDE

o Ensure responsible use of AI.

o Enforce traceability and 
accountability for Generative 
AI technology.

o Enhance current and future 
AI capability. 

Governance



THANK YOU
dinh.phung@monash.edu



Appendix
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Heaven D.,  Deep Trouble for Deep Learning, Vol 574 Nature, 2019.

Adversarial Attack and Robustness

Deliberately exploit loopholes in the 
AI system to disrupt its functions

Deep learning: turns out, it’s very 
easy to hack DNNs!

+ → 

𝜖- small perturbation

DSAI Summit 2023, 

Monash University, Faculty of IT
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Adversarial Attack and Robustness

Deliberately exploit loopholes in the 
AI system to disrupt its functions

Deep learning: turns out, it’s very 
easy to hack DNNs!

Heaven D.,  Deep Trouble for Deep Learning, Vol 574 Nature, 2019.

+ → 

DSAI Summit 2023, 

Monash University, Faculty of IT

Targeted Attack
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Examples on misuse of GenAI in biometrics
 and more …

Screenshots taken from Fox News and 9News

https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/ftc-issues-warning-misuse-biometric-info-amid-rise-generative-ai
https://www.9news.com.au/technology/artificial-intelligence-voice-cloning-scams-will-come-to-australia-how-does-it-work/5f431527-7d58-44ae-a8e1-07dabb7307ca
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World adoption of previous technology took decades. Recent adoption is measured in months.

Graphics credit:
https://www.icopilots.com/xxthe-acceleration-fallacy/

https://www.therundown.ai/p/chatgpt-becomes-fastest-growing-consumer-app-history

https://www.therundown.ai/p/chatgpt-becomes-fastest-growing-consumer-app-history
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